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Temperature effects on the static and dynamic properties of liquid water inside nanotubes
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We report a molecular dynamics simulation study of the behavior of liquid water adsorbed in carbon
nanotubes under different thermodynamic conditions. A flexible simple point charged potential has been em-
ployed to model internal and intermolecular water interactions. Water-carbon forces are modeled with a
Lennard-Jones-type potential. We have studied three types of tubes with effective radii ranging from 4.1 to 6.8
Å and three temperatures, from 298 to 500 K for a fixed density of 1 g/cm3. Structure of each thermodynamic
state is analyzed through the characterization of the hydrogen-bond network. Time-dependent properties such
as the diffusive behavior and molecular vibrational spectra are also considered. We observe the gradual
destruction of the hydrogen-bond network together with faster diffusive regimes as temperature increases. A
vibrational mode absent in bulk unconstrained water appears in the power spectra obtained from hydrogen
velocity autocorrelation functions for all thermodynamic states. That frequency mode should be attributed to
confinement effects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.021504 PACS number~s!: 61.25.2f, 31.15.Qg, 73.20.Mf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes~CN’s! are quasi-one-dimensional ho
low structures that can be imagined as the result of rolling
one or several graphite sheets over themselves. These
materials sport a variety of novel electronic, structural a
vibrational properties, among them the possibility of adso
ing substances in a quasi-one dimensional environment@1,2#.
If the chosen substance is water, the interest is twofold:
only the general aim of understanding the behavior of ad
bates under the confinement of the CN’s, but also the po
bility of extrapolating the conclusions obtained to simil
interesting physical situations, such as water adsorbed in
logical or geological systems.

Some work has been done concerning liquid water c
fined in silica pores@3–5#, but the confinement of water in
nanotubes is tighter, since there are much narrower than
typical silica pores. We have recently performed several m
lecular dynamics~MD! calculations of liquid water confined
in CN’s at the room conditions of 298 K and 1 g/cm3: we
analyzed the hydrogen-bond network structure@6# and the
vibrational and rotational spectra@7#. Later we have also
studied the influence of atomic mass on the microscopic
namics of water using isotopic substitutions@8#.

In this paper we present an analysis of both structural
time-dependent properties of liquid water as a function of
temperature by means of MD simulations. Preliminary st
ies of such properties as a function of the density have sh
few changes from the qualitative point of view for variatio
up to the 25% of the density. The main objectives of t
work are the study of the changes produced by the increa
temperature on the hydrogen-bond network and the influe
of those changes on the dynamic properties. We will also
concerned with the analysis of the diffusive behavior of
1063-651X/2001/64~2!/021504~6!/$20.00 64 0215
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confined liquid water, and finally with the computation
microscopic spectra for all systems. Special attention will
devoted to the evolution of the anomalous frequency ba
absent in bulk room temperature water when the tempera
changes. The potential models and computational tools
be described in Sec. II and we will show structure a
hydrogen-bond populations for all states in Sec. III. Se
diffusion coefficients along the tube axis will be reported
Sec. IV, while the computed spectral densities in the f
infrared spectra regions will be described in Sec. V. Sect
VI is devoted to conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We have performed a series of MD simulations of H2O
confined in CN’s with internal radii of 4.10, 5.45, and 6.8
Å, which correspond to the~6,6!, ~8,8!, and~10,10! tubes in
the standard nomenclature@9#, at three different temperature
and the density of 1 g/cm3. The details of the simulated
systems are reported in Table I. We have modeled wa
water interactions by means of a flexible version@10# of the
simple point charged~SPC! potential of Berendsenet al.
@11#. SPC is one of the most used potentials in the literat
and it consists in a Lennard-Jones type term to model sh
range interactions plus a Coulombic part to account for lo
ranged forces. The model employed in this work includ
intramolecular interactions that account for the internal
brational modes of water. This flexible potential has be
previously checked through the comparison with experim
tal infrared and Raman spectra for systems at several t
modynamic conditions@12#. Other water samples such a
heavy water steam and water at supercritical conditions h
also been studied with this model@13–15#. Water-tube inter-
actions have been accounted for through Lennard-Jones
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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potentials@16#. The shapes and parameters of the carb
atom interactions are reported elsewhere@6,7#.

Standard periodic boundary conditions have been con
ered and the Ewald rule has been employed to sum up
long-ranged Coulomb interactions. We also used a leap-
Verlet integration algorithm with coupling to a Berends
thermostat@17# and a time step of 0.5 fs for all simulation
In addition, translational and internal degrees of freed
have been independently equilibrated@18# in order to quickly
achieve the desired temperatures. We performed MD r
longer than 0.5 ns to collect statistics after equilibration ru
longer than 0.1 ns.

III. STRUCTURE AND HYDROGEN-BOND NETWORK

The analysis of the structure of liquid water confined
CN’s has been performed through the computation
hydrogen-bond~HB! populations and atomic density pro
files. We have employed a geometrical definition of hyd
gen bonding@6# that has been also assumed in many mole
lar dynamics calculations@14,19,20#. The HB percentages
for our constrained water systems are reported in Table II
molecules involved in 0–5 HB’s and compared with the v

TABLE I. Simulated systems. All simulations have been p
formed at a density of 1.00 g/cm3.

Simulation
Tube radius

~Å! Tube class
Number
of waters Temperature~K!

1 4.10 ~6,6! 14 298
2 5.45 ~8,8! 56 298
3 6.80 ~10,10! 126 298
4 4.10 ~6,6! 14 400
5 5.45 ~8,8! 56 400
6 6.80 ~10,10! 126 400
7 4.10 ~6,6! 14 500
8 5.45 ~8,8! 56 500
9 6.80 ~10,10! 126 500
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ues corresponding to bulk systems for each temperature
can distinguish several general trends concerning the ave
HB number per molecule^nHB&. One, ^nHB& in the con-
strained water systems is lower than the one in bulk syst
for all temperatures. Two,̂nHB& tends to decrease as tem
perature increases for each nanotube class and three,^nHB&
grows with increasing tube radius at each particular temp
ture. Besides, when we raise the temperature, there is a g
increase in the percentage of molecules with zero or
hydrogen-bond, and a related decrease in the number of
tiple bound molecules. At 298 and 400 K, the maxima in t
hydrogen bond distributions for all tubes are located at low
number of HB’s (nHB53 at room temperature versusnHB
54 for bulk andnHB52 versusnHB53 in the 400 K case!.
However, at 500 K, the peaks are located atnHB52, both for
bulk and constrained water. This probably indicates that
destruction of bonds induced by the presence of the nano
starts to be balanced by the decreasing produced by temp
ture itself. That would explain why the percentages of wa
molecules forming 0–5 HB are very similar for the wid
tubes~8,8! and~10,10! at 298 and 400 K, but not for 500 K
The case of the~6,6! tube is different: its HB distribution
shows the effects of the reduced space available to the w
molecules. The fact that at 500 K,^nHB& ,2 in all cases,
indicates that we have long chains of hydrogen bonds.

To complete the structural study, we show the avera
number of hydrogen bonds as a function of the distance
the z axis in Fig. 1. We observe that the shape of the dis
butions is similar for each of the three tubes consider
differing only in its height, as corresponds to cases with d
ferent HB populations. Figures 2 and 3 show atomic den
profiles ~probability of finding an atom at a fixed distanc
from the longitudinal axis! for different temperatures. In line
with what we mentioned above, we obtain that at all te
peratures the oxygen and hydrogen distributions are v
similar, independent of their respective hydrogen-bond d
tributions. This could be attributed to confinement effec
which are really dominant in these systems, independen
the hydrophobic or hydrophilic type of the interaction. Th

-

theses.
TABLE II. Averaged percentages of H-bond populations. Error estimates are reported in paren
Bulk water data are taken from Refs.@14,20#. At 298 K, there are the 0.5% of waters forming 6 HB.

Simulation N0 N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 ^N&

1 1.4~0.1! 19.5~0.2! 79.1~0.2! 0 0 0 1.8
2 0.3~0.1! 4.3~0.2! 30.4~0.4! 46.4~0.4! 18.6~0.5! 0 2.8
3 0.2~0.1! 3.8~0.3! 26.9~0.6! 45.6~0.6! 22.4~0.5! 1.1~0.2! 2.9
Bulk ~298 K! ,0.1 0.3 4.8 26.0 58.2 10.2 3.7

4 13.1~0.1! 21.6~0.2! 65.3~0.2! 0 0 0 1.5
5 3.2~0.2! 19.5~0.5! 48.2~0.6! 25.5~0.6! 3.6~0.2! 0 2.1
6 2.1~0.3! 15.3~0.7! 41.8~0.8! 31.7~0.8! 8.6~0.5! 0.4~0.1! 2.3
Bulk ~403 K! 0.5 5.6 23.0 39.4 28.4 3.1 3.0

7 18.0~0.2! 25.0~0.2! 57.0~0.3! 0 0 0 1.4
8 10.4~0.5! 32.2~0.8! 41.5~0.8! 14.4~0.6! 1.5~0.2! 0 1.6
9 6.1~0.5! 26.2~0.8! 41.8~0.8! 21.4~0.7! 4.3~0.4! 0.2~0.1! 1.9
Bulk ~523 K! 3.2 17.6 36.0 30.8 11.4 1.0 2.3
4-2
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has been already observed for adsorbed water in the pro
ity of different substrates@21–26#.

IV. SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

In this work we have employed the velocity autocorre
tion functions of the oxygen atoms,C(t)’s, together with
their z componentsCz(t)’s, in order to compute the wate
self-diffusion coefficientsD ’s. These are the total~isotropic!
D, z axis, Dz , and the one for thexy plane,Dxy . The rela-
tionship between both quantities is given by

D5 1
3 E

0

`

dt C~ t !, ~1!

and the results are reported in Table III. First of all, we s
that our flexible potential model produces a good qualitat
agreement with the two experimental data available. Ho
ever, it should be pointed out that only experimental b
data are reported. We also observe that diffusion alongz axis
is faster than in thexy plane for all tubes, this being special
important for the~6,6! one. The lack of space is responsib
for the great differences betweenDxy’s in the ~6,6!, ~8,8!,
and~10,10! tubes. We observe also a great increase inDz in
going from room temperature to 400 K. This is probab

FIG. 1. Averaged number of H bonds for water in CN’s. 298
~continuous lines!, 400 K ~dashed lines!, 500 K ~dotted lines!.
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correlated with the destruction of hydrogen bonds, since
great reduction in̂ nHB& produced between these two tem
peratures.

V. VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

The calculation of spectral densities from microscop
correlation functions is one of the most useful ways to stu
microscopic dynamics@29#, together with the experimenta
infrared and Raman spectra measurements. We have
ployed the hydrogen velocity autocorrelation functio
CH(t) to compute the spectral densitiesSH(v). The proce-
dure is limited to the obtention of the spectroscopic ba
maxima and works through the computation of the opti
absorption line shapeI (v) by Fourier transforming the tota
dipole moment autocorrelation function. In this schem
I (v) can be directly related toSH(v). The details of the
calculation are reported elsewhere@8,12#. The results are dis-
played in Figs. 4 and 5 and are complemented by the dat
Table IV.

The hydrogen spectral densitiesSH(v) for liquid water at
three temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. We compareSH(v)
for water confined in CN’s with the bulk water spectrum
the frequency range of 0–1000 wave numbers. One can
that the spectral densities of the two wider tubes are v
similar to each other at any temperature, while theSH(v) of
the narrow~6,6! CN presents a very different shape. For

FIG. 2. Oxygen density profiles~in g/cm3) for CN. 298 K~con-
tinuous lines!, 400 K ~dashed lines!, and 500 K~dotted lines!.
4-3
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tubes and all temperatures, we can observe three diffe
peaks: one at around 50 cm21, related to the bending o
O-O-O hydrogen-bonded units according to some auth
@30#, and to the ‘‘cage effect’’ according to others@20,31#;

FIG. 3. Hydrogen density profiles~in g/cm3) for CN at different
temperatures. Full, dashed, and dotted lines have the same me
as Fig. 2.

TABLE III. Oxygen and hydrogen self-diffusion coefficient
along the tube axis. All values are given in 1025 cm2/s. Bulk water
data are taken from Refs.@14,20#.

Simulation Dtotal DZ-axis DXY-plane

1 2.5 4.3 1.6
2 3.2 3.5 3.0
3 3.1 3.8 2.7
Bulk ~298 K! 2.6
Experimental~298 K! @27# 2.3

4 10.6 29.2 1.3
5 11.0 16.9 8.0
6 11.2 15.1 9.2
Bulk ~403 K! 9.9

7 11.2 32.1 0.7
8 15.9 29.6 9.0
9 17.7 26.6 13.2
Bulk ~523 K! 24.1
Experimental~523 K! @28# 28.0
02150
nt

rs
another at approximately 200 cm21 related to the stretching
of hydrogen bonds and a final one at about 400 cm21. The
first one is visible at frequencies above the correspond
bulk values. Since the breaking of the hydrogen bond n
work in CN is greater than in bulk we could suspect that,
least in nanotubes, the position of this band is related to
size of the ‘‘cage’’ available for each molecule: higher fr
quencies correspond to narrower tubes and smaller ca
However, this correspondence is not seen at room temp
ture, which suggests that the vibration of the entire hydrog
bond network also plays a role in the appearance of
band. The peak at 400 cm21, related to the rotations of the
water molecule, has a similar behavior in the wider tubes
in bulk, the only difference being its position, that depen
on the diameter of the tube@7#. The ~6,6! tube presents a
much more complicated behavior. Below 700 cm21 we can
observe four different peaks. The first two are related to
two bands already mentioned for bulk water~50 and
200 cm21). Then, there are two maxima that we can ten
tively assign to rotations; their frequencies are displayed
Table IV. When the temperature increases, these peaks
forward enormously, one of them being in the vicinity
600 cm21. A band in this location has been observed
simulations of absorbed HDO~species resulting from the
H2O-D2O mixture! @8#, and it could be attributed to an opt
cal mode found in liquid bulk water@12,32#.

ing

FIG. 4. Hydrogen spectral densitiesSH(v) ~arbitrary units! for
CN at different temperatures. Low frequency range~0–1000
cm21). ~A! 298 K, ~B! 400 K, ~C! 500 K. Bulk is represented by
full lines at ambient conditions,~6,6! CN are represented by long
dashed lines,~8,8! CN are represented by dashed lines, and~10,10!
CN are represented by dotted lines. Bulk has been computed at
403, and 523 K.
4-4
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The high frequency domain between 1000 and 4000 w
numbers is displayed in Fig. 5. There we find the bend
and stretching intramolecular vibrations. In all cases,
bending band is slightly backshifted~relative to the bulk
value, at all temperatures! although we do not find significan
differences for the three different tube classes. Important
ferences arise in the case of the stretching frequency, h
ever: the band is splitted into two branches at all tempe
tures in such a way that the high frequency branch, which
call ‘‘vibrational’’ band, shifts forward proportionally to the
inverse of tube radius. This has already been seen at r
temperature@7# and we observe here that at higher tempe
tures the behavior is basically the same. In previous wo
@7,8#, we postulated that this splitting has to be associa
with confinement effects and that it can be explained as
separation of the two stretching modes, the symmetric
the antisymmetric ones. The vibrational frequency has to
related with the antisymmetric stretch.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed a series of MD simulations of wa
adsorbed in CN’s. Our interest has been the study of
microscopic structure and dynamics of liquid water as
function of the temperature as well as of the tube type.
order to analyze the intramolecular vibrations of water
have employed a flexible potential model previously test
The hydrogen-bond network of constrained water has b
revealed to be weaker than the one of bulk water at all sim

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 in the high frequency range~1000–4000!
wave numbers.
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lated temperatures. This fact has been observed through
computation of hydrogen-bond populations and atomic d
sity profiles. We observed that narrow tubes do not all
complex H-bonded structures and, in many cases, the
sorbed water molecules inside are forming long line
chains. Diffusive motion has been studied from isotrop
self-diffusion coefficients as well as those computed alo
the longitudinal tube axis. We have found that diffusion
the z direction is clearly faster than the bulk value in a
cases.

The calculation of the spectral densities of oxygen a
hydrogen atoms has reported a set of remarkable res
first, the presence of the tube walls produce shifts~referred to
the bulk values! in most of the spectral bands. Some of the
frequency shifts can be related to the tube radii and are
produced in the same tube classes at different temperat
One relevant fact is the detection of a high vibrational f
quency in the stretching spectral region of all constrain
water samples which is absent in the bulk. This frequen
mode can be explained as the splitting of the stretching s
metric and antisymmetric components and it has been
tected at each temperature studied. The low frequency b
around 50 cm21 in liquid bulk water is also present in th
confined systems.
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TABLE IV. Frequency maxima~in cm21) for water confined in
CN computed from hydrogen spectral densitiesSH(v). The fre-
quenciesv1 andv2 are the two typical intermolecular vibrations o
liquid water. The estimated statistical uncertainty is around 3 cm21

for all values. Bulk water data are taken from Refs.@14,20#.

Simulation v1 v2 vRotation vBending vStretching vVibration

1 45 155 285-400 1606 3363 3707
2 54 223 420 1620 3420 3662
3 57 243 448 1615 3412 3657
Bulk ~298 K! 50 200 505 1650 3385

4 45 175 345-508 1612 3330 3710
5 35 190 377 1590 3450 3673
6 32 220 387 1595 3445 3650
Bulk ~403 K! 20 190 455 1620 3460

7 50 178 440-580 1605 3350 3714
8 27 200 350 1580 3485 3660
9 23 225 335 1580 3495 3630
Bulk ~523 K! 0 180 370 1590 3480
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